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Summary   
 

A good seismic image is not enough for exploration and development interpretation. Good well to seismic ties and reliable time 

to depth conversion is the key to the success for the placement of horizontal production wells within the reservoir for optimum 

production planning. This becomes further challenging where the target reservoir thickness through which the horizontal wells to 

be geo-steered are below seismic resolution.    

 

This time to depth conversion of seismic data is again crucial where the target zone is overlain by a thick overburden of multiple 

layers in a complex geological setup.  Lateral variation of thickness and lack of information about the heterogeneity in velocity in 

both micro and macro layers of overburden, bring about uncertainties in depth conversion. Various approaches for time to depth 

conversion are used by the geoscientists and engineers in the industry (AlChalabi,1994;Schultz,1999).    

 

The authors adopted a different approach to obtain a depth converted volume which is less affected by the uncertainties 

associated with the heterogeneities concealed within the overlying thick sediment. In the present methodology  3D seismic 

Anisotropic Prestack Time Migration (APSTM) & Anisotropic Prestack Depth Migration (APSDM), P-Impedance from 

Simultaneous Inversion of Angle Stack data, four wells data and well calibrated two way time (TWT) horizon  close to the 

reservoir top were taken as the basic inputs for generating a depth converted  seismic amplitude as well as different attribute 

volumes of the target zone.    

 

Depth converted volumes thus obtained were used to plan the development wells. Subsequent development well drilling result has 

established the usefulness of the present method. The error in prognosis vs. actual depth is found to be less in comparison to the 

conventional approach. 

 

Introduction 

 
The target zone under study is a deep seated reservoir 
charged with oil and gas, located at the deep water in East 
Coast of India. The Hydrocarbon zone is presently buried at 
a greater depth of more than 3000m with a thick 
overburden which has been subjected by numerous 
tectonic, sedimetological and digenetic processes over the 
long geological time periods, resulting in complexity in 

structural framework and velocity heterogeneity. In the 
study area, the reservoir top surface at two wells is nearly at 
same time (Figure.1), but the depth difference is nearly 
hundred meters (Figure.2). This illustrates the presence of 
significant lateral velocity variation above the reservoir. 
 
In conventional velocity modeling, generally smooth 
interpolated velocity is used with the aim to incorporate the 

velocity heterogeneity. But these velocities do not often 
contain the true velocity information about the real earth 
heterogeneity. But these velocities do not often contain the  
 

 
Fig 1:  Seismic Section through the wells A and Bin 
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Fig 2:  Seismic Section through the wells A and Bin Depth 
 
true velocity information about the real earth heterogeneity 
especially in the complex geological setup. Sometime 
either higher or lower  than the real earth velocities are 
picked due to the inherent procedural limitations as well as 
data quality. Such uncertainty is likely to be more for the 

deeper interval in the present context. Although, APSDM is 
a robust processing technique for better focusing and lateral 
positioning of the image points to their true location but 
does not result true depth (Al-Chalabi, 1994; Schultz, 1999) 
for the deeper target zones near the basement or the end of 
data as is the case in the present study area. Depth 
migration “depths” often mistie with drilled depth; errors 
over 100m meter are still common after depth migration 
(Haskey et al., 1998). Well calibrated   APSDM data can be 

a better option to use as depth volume when the well 
density is very high and uniformly spread over the entire 
area of interest. In the present case, only four well 
calibrations do not give rise to depth volume which can 
confidently be used to plan horizontal production wells 
away from calibrated well locations. Hence, the present 
methodology was adopted to minimize the error in depth 
conversion and to plan the development well with enhanced 

confidence. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Method 
 

 
 

Fig 3: PSTM seismic section at well A 

 

 
 

Fig 4: PSTM seismic section at well B 
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Fig 5: APSDM seismic section at well A 

 

 
Fig6: Flow Chart of the work flow for velocity conversion 

 

 
Fig 7: PSDM seismic section at well B 

 

Reservoir top was interpreted in the study area using the 
APSDM data. Interpreted reservoir top in depth (H2D) was 
found to be deeper (Fig.4 and Fig.5) than the known depths 
at wells ranging from 9 meters to 28 meters. Average 
mismatch was found to be (-)21 meters (Table 1). APSDM 
data was then bulk-shifted upward by 21 meters and a new 
volume was generated (bulk-shifted APSDM). 
 
Table 1: Mismatch between well depth and PSDM at Restop 
 

 
The mismatch in bulk-shifted APSDM volume for all the 
wells was reduced within ±12m. Reservoir top horizon 
H2D (Figure.4), interpreted on APSDM volume, was also 

bulk shifted upward by 21m to generate bulk shifted 
horizon called H3D.  
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Fig 8: 21m bulk shifted APSDM seismic section at well A 

 
Fig 9: 21m bulk shifted APSDM seismic section at well B  
 
The horizon H3D (Figure.10) was flexed to matcThe 
horizon H3D (Figure.10) was flexed to matc with the well 
data. The flexed horizon H4D (Figure.11) was created. The 
horizon H3D so obtained is the well calibrated reservoir top 

surface in depth. This well calibrated reservoir top is more 
representative to true depth within the radius of flexing.   
 

 
Fig10: 21 m up bulk shifted Reservoir Top (H3D)   
 

 
Fig11:  Flexed Reservoir Top Surface (H4D)  
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Fig12: Difference Horizon Surface H5 (=H4-H3) 

 

 
Fig13: Reservoir Top Surface (H4D) after flexing on a section 

through wells. 

 

Away from the well, beyond the flex radius the depth 

uncertainty remains. However, radius of flexing was so 
chosen to optimally encompass the field to minimize the 

uncertainty.. A difference horizon H5D (Figure.12) of the 
flexed horizon H4D and the original horizon H3D was 
generated.  The girded difference surface H5D was used to 
apply on the bulk-shifted APSDM volume to generate the 
final APSDM seismic volume in depth.  

 
A transform between P-impedance and P-velocity was 
generated using all the four (A, B, C & D) wells data.  
 

 
Fig13: Cr oss Plot Between P- impedance and Velocity 
 
Then, this this transform was applied to the P-impedance 
volume to generate P-velocity (interval velocity) volume. 

Further, the velocity volume was calibrated with well 
velocity to produce calibrated velocity volume. 
 
Using H1T and H4D as reference datum, required horizons 
and seismic volumes were converted to depth with the help 
of previously derived velocity volume. In this process, the 
error in depth could be reduced by fixing the datum just 
above the reservoir zone instead of placing it at zero depth 

and time. 
 

Discussion 

 
Velocity model obtained by the unconventional method 
was used for depth conversion. The converted volume has 
brought out the flat oil water contact (Fig.14 ). 
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Fig14: Depth section showing flat oil water contact 

 

On the basis of the depth converted seismic amplitude 
volume and impedance volume the long horizontal wells 
were planned and drilled. This method was validated at 

well E, which was drilled later. The well was about 1.5 Km 
away from the input wells. The prognosed depth of the 
reservoir, where the horizontal wells are placed, are well 
within the permissible limit. However, the depthing done 
by the above mentioned method has better accuracy than 
the conventional method. This method can be used to other 
fields in development stage having deeper reservoir which 
needs accurate depth conversion.       

 

 
Fig15: Depth section at Well E, Converted with connectional 

velocity model. 

 

 
Fig16: Depth section at Well E, Converted with velo model. 
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